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I’m 50 years ago all the time
transforming into lives that belong
in the same stitch but are torn
apart by what I understand. Fail to.

I’m 50 years ago all the time
all my life. My lives. This one
that whispers softly under the everyday. Breath
infused by the flow I barely
perceive. I’m learning the language,
and by trying so hard
I push the whisper away:
Out of reach, this form of knowing.

I’m 50 years ago all the time
unraveling in the evasive.
A moment
of being in the continuous
balance between awake and asleep,
privy to magic—what is revealed
before me, within
is the present.
What I Learned in Galicia

I enjoy eating strawberries as much
as I saw you know when it was time
to bring them in from the garden,
bite into them fully, forgetting
everything else that is not
part of the word ripe.

Real is much more than just there.
Real is a different side of existing and royal.

Dirt and summer ran through
the colander holes and I
was not sure if strawberries tasted
more or less real after you washed them,
or what happens to real when it’s not
tangible and edible and with you.
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